In the classical optimal dividends problem, dividend decisions are allowed to be made at any point in time -according to a continuous strategy. Depending on the surplus process that is considered and whether dividend payouts are bounded or not, optimal strategies are generally of a band, barrier or threshold type. In reality, while surpluses change continuously, dividends are generally paid on a periodic basis. Because of this, the actuarial literature has recently considered strategies where dividends are only allowed to be distributed at (random) discrete times -according to a periodic strategy.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation and literature review
In actuarial risk theory, stochastic processes are used to model the surplus of a company. In the early 20th century, the probability of ruin was used as a criterion to assess the stability of a company, that is, the probability that the surplus becomes non-positive at some point in future; see, for instance, Bühlmann (1970) or Asmussen and Albrecher (2010) . Because more surplus always leads to a lower probability of ruin, the probability of ruin can be seen as a one-sided criterion, suggesting that we should let the surplus grow to infinity. Because of this unrealistic feature, Bruno de Finetti (1957) proposed an alternative formulation that considers the expected present value of dividends (surplus leakages) until ruin as a stability criterion. This is a more balanced criterion in that more dividends lead to an earlier ruin, which itself decreases the expected amount of dividends received later. This proposition led to the study of optimal dividend strategies in many actuarial surplus models, see Avanzi (2009) and Albrecher and Thonhauser (2009) for reviews.
The traditional approach of formulating the optimal dividend problems using de Finetti's criterion is to assume that dividend decisions are made at any point in time, which is here referred to as a continuous strategy. The optimal continuous dividend strategies are studied by many authors in the literature. Gerber (1972) shows that an optimal continuous strategy always exists in both discrete and continuous Markovian surplus processes. Jeanblanc-Picqué and Shiryaev (1995) prove that the continuous barrier strategies are optimal when dividends are subjected to proportional transaction costs in the Brownian risk model and Shreve et al. (1984) show the optimality of the barrier strategies in a general class of diffusion models.
The objective of maximising the expected present value of dividends until ruin has some shortcomings. Gerber (1974) pointed out that the resulting optimal dividend strategies may not be realistic. For instance, dividend payments are often irregular in a barrier strategy, which is arguably an unrealistic feature. Dividend payments tend to occur periodically in reality. This led recently to an alternative formulation of the optimal dividend problems, whereby dividend decisions are assumed to be made on discrete and exogenous time points (see, for example, Albrecher et al., 2011a,b) . This will be here referred to as a periodic strategy. However, periodic strategies with deterministic dividend decision times do not preserve the time-Markovian structure and this leads to intractable models. Albrecher et al. (2011a) use an "Erlangisation" approach, which approximates deterministic inter-dividend-decision times with an Erlang(n) random variable; see also, for example, Avanzi et al. (2013) and Choi and Cheung (2014) . In the case of exponential (Erlang(1)) inter-dividend-decision times, Albrecher et al. (2011b) study the periodic barrier strategies by deriving the expected present value of dividends and the associated optimal periodic barrier. The optimality of the periodic barrier strategies are studied by Wei et al. (2012) in the Brownian risk model with regime-switching and Avanzi et al. (2014) in the dual model with diffusion.
In principle, a company that distributes dividends periodically still has access to the surplus at any time. The company may experience significant growth in-between periodic dividend times and may wish to distribute a portion of the growth as dividends immediately. It is plausible to assume that a company follows a periodic strategies where dividend decisions arrive periodically. In the meantime, the company also has the opportunity to distribute dividends at any time but possibly at a different (higher) cost. Periodic dividends are typically perceived as an ongoing commitment (e.g., annual dividends) and additional payouts (in various forms) are used to distribute cash due to temporary growth (see, for example, Jagannathan et al., 2000) . Indeed, Morningstar (2014) explains From time to time, companies pay out special dividends when they have had an extraordinarily good period of profitability. These dividends fall outside the scope of the "normal" half-year or full-year result. This is observed in practice (see, e.g., Woodside Petroleum, 2013; Westfarmers, 2014) . Motivated by this, we propose a class of hybrid dividend strategies that allows for a combination of periodic and continuous decision-making. By assuming that dividends distributed from periodic and continuous decisions are subjected to different levels of proportional transaction costs, we find the optimal hybrid strategies that maximise the expected present value of dividends until ruin. Our results show that by varying the ratio between the two transaction costs, the optimal hybrid strategies change from continuous, to hybrid and to periodic barrier strategies. Results are illustrated using numerical examples.
Structure of the paper
In Section 2, we give definitions for stationary, continuous, periodic and hybrid dividend strategies, as well as provide mathematical formulation for the surplus process, expected present value of dividends until ruin and the optimisation problem. In Section 3, we derive closed-form solutions for the expected present value of dividends of hybrid barrier strategies with and without liquidation by solving associated differential equations. We next use the associated verification lemma to show, in Section 4, the optimality of continuous, hybrid and periodic barrier strategies in the set of all hybrid dividend strategies under different combinations of proportional transaction costs. Lastly, we provide some numerical illustrations in Section 5.
MODEL FORMULATION
Definitions of stationary, continuous, periodic and hybrid dividend strategies
Using stationary strategies has an advantage of reducing the dimensionality of optimisation problems. To quote Bellman (1954) , "if at any particular time we know what to do, it is never necessary to know the decisions required at subsequent times". Such strategies are referred to as stationary in Morill (1966) and since then stationarity became a natural (and often implicit) assumption used in the literature. From here on, all the strategies defined in the paper are assumed to be stationary. This concept of stationarity is essential to motivate the study in this paper. Note that a stationary strategy will be the same for any time t ≥ 0. This means that for a given surplus level, the strategy must be applied no matter what. This is where periodic strategies differ from continuous ones, and where they can potentially beat continuous strategies. If the continuous strategies were not stationary, then periodic strategies would be just a subset of them and the calculations in this paper would not make sense; but they are not; see also Avanzi et al. (2014, last For a periodic dividend strategy to be stationary and for the principles of dynamic programming to be able to be applied (as required in this paper), the exogenous process generating the dividend decision times {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . .} must be Markovian. In this paper, we assume that inter-dividend-decision times are exponential, but this could be generalised (to Erlang(n), for instance). So far, continuous and periodic strategies were considered separately. In this paper, we combine them, which leads to the concept of hybrid dividend strategy. where x is the initial surplus, μ is the drift parameter and σ represents the volatility. The process {W(t), t ≥ 0} is a standard Brownian motion. We assume that dividends are distributed from the surplus according to a hybrid strategy (see Definition 2.3) and the surplus process after dividend distribution is defined as
where {D(t), t ≥ 0} represents the aggregate dividends process before transaction costs, with D(0) = 0. In a hybrid dividend strategy Θ H , the aggregate dividend process before transaction costs comes from two sources, aggregate continuous dividends {D c (t), t ≥ 0} and aggregate periodic dividends
We assume that the dividend payments D c (t) are subject to proportional transaction costs and use η c ∈ [0, 1] to represent the net proportion of continuous dividends received per dollar. In addition, periodic dividend decisions times {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 . . .} stem from a Poisson process {N γ (t), t ≥ 0} with intensity γ > 0, which is independent of the surplus process. We denote a periodic dividend strategy by {ϑ t , t ≥ 0} and a dividend of size ϑ T k is distributed from the surplus at each periodic dividend decision time T k for k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. So the aggregate periodic dividend process before transaction costs {D p (t), t ≥ 0} can be written as
We also assume that proportional transaction costs are applied to periodic dividends and denote η p ∈ [0, 1] the net proportion of periodic dividends received per dollar. In summary, for an arbitrary hybrid dividend strategy Θ H , the expected present value of dividends received by the shareholders until ruin occurs is 5) where δ represents a suitable force of (discounting) interest, and where
is the time of ruin. Note that we do not make any initial assumption about the relative size of the proportional transaction costs η c and η p . We will show later that different orderings of η c and η p lead to different optimal strategies. First, consider the case of η c ≥ η p . Every dollar distributed from continuous strategies has an equal or higher net gain than every dollar from periodic strategies. It is reasonable to argue that the optimal hybrid strategies in this case is to only distribute dividends via pure continuous strategies (due to time-value of money). Now, consider the available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/asb.2016.17 case of η c < η p . Dividends distributed from periodic strategies yields a higher net gain than continuous strategies. In this case, the optimal hybrid strategies are not so obvious. In this paper, we show that the ratio between proportional transaction costs η c and η p determines the structure of the optimal hybrid strategy. More details are provided in Section 4 and summarised in Table 1 
Definition of admissible strategies and formulation of the optimisation problem
In searching for the optimal hybrid strategy that maximises the expected present value of dividends after transaction costs, we consider the set of admissible hybrid strategies, denoted as D. A hybrid strategy Θ H is considered admissible if its associated aggregate dividend process {D(t)} is non-decreasing and {F t }-adapted with càdlàg sample paths and D(0) = 0. In an admissible hybrid strategy, the set of periodic dividend decision times T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . .} contains stopping times with respect to {F t } with 0 < T 1 < T 2 < . . . a.s. Each periodic dividend payment at time T k , ϑ T k , is measurable with respect to {F T k } for k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. All dividend payments cannot exceed the current surplus level but are allowed to bring the surplus to zero and cause immediate ruin. Such a payment corresponds to a liquidation strategy. More formally,
We denote the expected present value of dividends under the optimal hybrid strategy as
8) where {D
Further terminology and review of the relevant existing literature
Before dwelving into further detail, we would like to make some of the terminology clear, and review the most relevant results, which we will need, but have already been established in the literature. Throughout the paper, we will consider four types of barriers:
Barriers within a hybrid barrier strategy: There are two:
-the hybrid continuous barrier (b c ), and -the hybrid periodic barrier (b p ). The optimality of the pure continuous and pure periodic barrier strategies has already been established in the current literature; see Gerber (1972) and Avanzi et al. (2014) , respectively. The optimal barrier level will be denoted with a star in the superscript. For example, 0 b * c is the optimal barrier in a pure continuous dividend strategy. We now review the form of the associated expected present value of dividends, which we will need later.
The expected present value of dividends of a pure continuous barrier strategy with proportional transaction costs (1 − η c ) in the Brownian risk model is and where the roots r 0 and s 0 are defined around (3.12) below; see JeanblancPicqué and Shiryaev (1995) . Consider now the expected present value of the expected present value of dividends of a pure periodic barrier strategy with transaction costs (1 − η p ), denoted by G P (x; 0 b * p ), where 0 b * p is the optimal pure periodic barrier. The detailed method of deriving G P (x; 0 b * p ) without proportional costs can be found in Albrecher et al. (2011b) . By adapting the results from Albrecher et al. (2011b) , we have where the optimal periodic barrier has the following explicit form: 
see Avanzi et al. (2014) .
EXPECTED PRESENT VALUE OF DIVIDENDS UNDER AN OPTIMAL HYBRID BARRIER STRATEGY
In this section, we focus on a specific class of hybrid strategies -the hybrid barrier strategies. In a hybrid barrier strategy, dividends can be distributed according to a periodic and a continuous barrier strategy. The periodic barrier is assumed to be strictly less than the continuous barrier. In Figure 1 , we plot a simulated sample path of the modified surplus process {X(t), t ≥ 0} and the corresponding dividend process {D(t), t ≥ 0}. There, three decision times occur. Prior to the first dividend decision time, the surplus reaches the continuous barrier level (b c ) and all the excess surplus is continuously distributed as dividends. At the first and third (periodic) dividend decision times, lump sum dividend payments are made to bring the surplus down to the periodic barrier level (b p ). At the second periodic dividend decision time, the surplus is below the periodic barrier level and hence no dividend is paid. In the next two sections, we first consider an optimal hybrid barrier strategy without liquidation in Section 3.1, where both barriers are strictly positive and finite (0 < b to be zero (0 = b * p < b * c < ∞) and this is referred as an optimal hybrid barrier strategy with liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity. Throughout Section 3, we assume that proportional transaction costs on periodic dividends are strictly less than proportional costs on continuous dividends (η c < η p ). In Section 4, we show that this assumption forms the necessary and sufficient condition for optimal hybrid strategies to be optimal in the set of hybrid strategies.
When liquidation is never optimal
Suppose we follow an optimal hybrid barrier strategy with strictly positive and finite barriers, that is, when 0 
Thanks to the properties of the Brownian motion, we can expand the expectation in (3.2) to
Substituting (3.3) into (3.2), dividing h on both sides and letting h → 0 yields
If the surplus level is zero, then ruin is immediate and no dividends are paid. Therefore we have G L (0) = 0. When the surplus level is above b * p and strictly below b * c , then no continuous dividends are issued and periodic dividends are issued according to a periodic barrier strategy. Then G M (x) can be expressed by conditioning on the arrival of periodic dividends during the time interval [0, h), i.e.,
(3.5)
If we expand the expectations using (3.3), divide h to both sides of (3.5) and take h → 0, we obtain
Finally, if the surplus is above b * c , all excess surplus above b * c is paid out immediately as continuous dividends and G U (x) satisfies a linear equation
c by construction of a continuous barrier strategy. We can substitute x = b * c into (3.7) and have
, we consider the following two scenarios, x = b * c and x = b * c − . In the second scenario, the surplus reaches the barrier b * c after an instant due to oscillation from the Brownian motion. In such a small instant, the chance to have a periodic dividend decision is too small for any periodic dividends to be distributed. In the first scenario, a dividend of is distributed. Therefore, the expected present value of dividends in the first scenario is higher than the second scenario by an amount of η c for small . It follows that 
(3.9) The justification of the first condition can be found in Lemma 3.1 from Avanzi et al. (2014) 
is an increasing and concave function, then we have
This suggests that η p > η c is necessary and sufficient for an optimal hybrid barrier strategy to exist. This also means that
Note that a hybrid barrier strategies with b c ≤ b p is equivalent to a pure continuous barrier strategy since the surplus is always upper-bounded by the continuous barrier b c . This suggests that if the proportional transaction costs on continuous dividends satisfy η c ∈ [η p , 1] (continuous dividends are cheaper than periodic dividends), the pure continuous barrier strategy is (unsurprisingly) the optimal hybrid strategy; see Section 4.5 for a proof. Now we solve the differential equations (3.4) and (3.6) to obtain explicit solution of
We first recognise that (3.4) is a linear second-order ordinary differential equation and has general solution
where K 1 and K 2 are some constants, and where r γ > 0 and s γ < 0 are the roots (as functions of γ ) of the characteristic equation
Next, we solve (3.6) by recognising that it is a non-homogeneous linear second order differential equation. The general solution consists of a homogeneous and a particular solution. The homogeneous solution is C 1 e r γ x +C 2 e s γ x . A particular solution to (3.6) is in the form of Ax+ B. If we substitute this particular solution back into (3.6), we obtain
Hence, a general solution of (3.6) is
(3.14)
To completely specify
, we need to find the constants K 1 and K 2 in (3.11), the constants C 1 and C 2 in (3.14), as well as the two barriers b * p and b * c . We use the initial condition
are continuous functions to obtain the following equations: 
(3.20)
Note that the optimality condition in (3.19), combined with the fact that 
and
Substituting C 1 and C 2 back into (3.14) gives
This is a semi-explicit solution for G M (x) as b * p and b * c are still unknown at this point. Next we substitute C 1 and C 2 in (3.21) into (3.19) to obtain the following equation: 
. By considering the sign of h (ξ ), a sufficient and necessary condition for h(ξ ) to have a unique positive root is (see details in Section A.1) , η p ). We prove this statement using a verification theorem in Section 4.3.
Remark 3.3. Because of (3.26), a pure periodic dividend strategy will be optimal if and only if
Note that the right-hand side of (3.27) corresponds to the expected present value of a payment of η p at the next dividend decision time. It makes sense that this quantity should be higher than η c (the value of an immediate payment). If not, it would never make sense to wait and pay under the umbrella of the periodic strategy. This is formally shown in Section 4.4.
Next, using the explicit form of G M (x) in (3.22), we can substitute x = b * p and obtain
where b * c − b * p is the solution to (3.23). This quantity is needed to solve G L (x). Remark 3.4. We can simplify (3.28) by using (3.23) and obtain an alternative form of
(3.29) The expression in the first brackets of (3.29) is the expected present value of dividends in a pure periodic barrier strategy G P ( 0 b * p ; 0 b * p ) without proportional transaction costs (see, e.g., (31) in Albrecher et al., 2011b) . The remaining terms in (3.29) can be interpreted as additional dividends received from hybrid continuous dividends, which goes to zero when the pure periodic dividend strategies become optimal; that is, when b * c → ∞; see also illustrations in Section 5. We now proceed to obtain an explicit solution for G L (x). Using (3.15) and combining (3.17) and (3.19), we have
Solving the equations simultaneously yields K 1 and K 2 . Substituting
Here, the function G L (x) is not completely specified as b * p is still unknown. Us-
. then the optimal hybrid strategy becomes a hybrid barrier strategy with liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity (0 = b * p < b * c < ∞); this is shown in Section 4.3.1. We will refer to (3.34) as the insufficient-prospect condition. In the next section, we consider the liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity strategy in detail and derive its expected present value of dividends G H (x; 0, b * c ). We discuss the different situations that lead to the insufficient-prospect condition in Section 5.4. Remark 3.6. In a pure optimal periodic barrier strategy, the insufficientprospect condition is also characterised by the expected present value of dividends until ruin when the surplus is evaluated at the optimal periodic barrier level (see, for example, equation (4.46) in Avanzi et al., 2014) .
When a liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity is optimal
Consider now the case where the periodic barrier is zero, but where a strictly positive continuous barrier exists (0 = b * p < b * c < ∞). Under such a strategy, dividends are distributed according to a continuous barrier strategy, but the company is liquidated at the first periodic dividend payment opportunity. We call this a hybrid barrier strategy with liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity. This happens when business is not really profitable (the insufficient-prospect condition), but transaction costs are so high within the continuous framework that it is better to wait and liquidate when this is done at lower cost (at the first periodic opportunity). In this case, the expected present value of dividends until ruin G H (x; 0, b * c ) can be separated into two layers: We can substitute b * p = 0 in (3.6) and obtain 
In Section A.3, we show that a unique and positive b * c exists if and only if the proportional costs satisfy η c > η p γ /γ + δ and the drift (μ) is strictly positive. In fact, the two conditions with the insufficient-prospect condition are key to show the optimality of the optimal hybrid barrier strategy with liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity; the formal proof is provided in Section 4.3.1.
Remark 3.7. Note that in an optimal hybrid barrier strategy without liquidation, we find b * c − b * p via (3.23) and b * p via (3.33) to specify both barriers. In a liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity strategy, only b * c is required and is obtained by solving (3.42).
Summary
If the proportional transaction costs on dividends issued continuously are at a level such that η c ∈ (η p γ γ +δ , η p ) and the insufficient-prospect condition (3.34) does not hold, the expected present value of dividends for an optimal hybrid 
where b * c − b * p is the unique positive root to the equation
and where b * p is
.
If the proportional transaction costs on dividends issued continuously are at a level such that η c ∈ (η p γ γ +δ , η p ) and the insufficient-prospect condition (3.34) does hold, then the optimal periodic barrier is zero. The expected present value of dividends of an optimal hybrid barrier strategy with liquidation-at-firstperiodic-opportunity
where the continuous barrier b * c is the solution of the following equation: 
Hybrid barrier with liquidation-at-firstperiodic-opportunity
Hybrid barrier with
Pure periodic barrier with liquidation-at-firstperiodic-opportunity ( 0 b *
THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN OPTIMAL PERIODIC AND CONTINUOUS DIVIDEND STRATEGIES
In this section, we analyse the interaction between periodic and continuous dividend strategies under varying levels of proportional transaction costs. Our findings are summarised in Section 4.1 and Table 1 . In order to prove those findings, a verification lemma is developed and proved in Section 4.2. In subsequent sections, we use the verification lemma to verify the following statements:
⇐⇒ A pure periodic barrier strategy is optimal; (4.1) 
Summary of the findings
Depending on the levels of profitability of the company (the surplus drift), and the respective levels of transaction costs on periodic and continuous dividends, different combinations of the continuous and periodic strategies will be optimal. These cases are summarised in optimal in the set of hybrid strategies D H . The drift of the surplus process further determines whether immediate liquidation is optimal, i.e.,
If the business is profitable (positive drift), then it is worthwhile to keep an investment in the company and receive dividends when the surplus reaches some strictly positive level ( 0 b * c > 0). On the other hand, if the business is not profitable (μ ≤ 0), then the optimal strategy is to liquidate the initial surplus at time zero (see, for example, Avanzi et al., 2011) .
In the second row, a hybrid barrier dividend strategy will be optimal. As the transaction costs on continuous dividends increase (η c decreases) such that
, both hybrid periodic and continuous barriers are positive. As the prospects become insufficient (for example, low dividend frequencies) while the business still remains profitable in terms of expected value (μ > 0), it may still be worthwhile to distribute continuous dividends. If periodic dividend decision times are relatively infrequent and periodic transaction costs are relatively low, one should liquidate the surplus at the first periodic dividend opportunity to take advantage of the low transaction costs (second column). In the case when the business is not profitable at all (μ ≤ 0), the optimal strategy is to liquidate the initial surplus immediately (third column).
In the bottom row, periodic dividends are always preferable to continuous dividends. There, the transaction costs on continuous dividends are so high (η c further decreases) that the net gain on continuous dividends is less than or equal the expected net gain on periodic dividends:
]. In this case,
, the optimal periodic barrier is strictly positive. Under insufficient prospects (G P ( 0 b * p ; 0 b * p ) ≤ 0), the optimal periodic strategy is to liquidate the surplus at the first periodic dividend opportunity. Note that while the latter will always happen when μ ≤ 0, it may also happen even if μ > 0. This behaviour was discussed in Avanzi et al. (2014) .
Verification lemma Lemma 4.1. Suppose that we follow a hybrid dividend strategy Θ H . For a nonnegative function H(x) that is twice continuously differentiable except at countable many points and that satisfies
where V(x) is defined in (2.8).
Furthermore, when the optimal hybrid strategies are applied, if there exists a point b
* c < ∞ such that 4. γ max 0≤l≤x {η p l + H(x − l) − H(x)} + (A − δ)H(x) = 0 and H (x) > η c for x ∈ [0, b * c ), 5. (A − δ)H(x) < 0 and H(x) = η c (x − b * ) + H(b * ) for x ∈ [b * c , ∞), and if there exists b * p ∈ [0, b * c ) such that H (b * p ) = η p ,
then the optimal hybrid strategy is in the form
Otherwise, the optimal hybrid strategy is in the form of 
then the optimal hybrid strategy is in the form
In all three cases described in (4.8)-(4.10), we have
Proof 1. Using Itô formula for jump diffusion processes on {e −δ(t∧τ ) H(X(t∧ τ ))}, we have
where X (c) (t) is the continuous component of X(t) and τ is the time of ruin. Note that X (c) (t) consists of the original surplus process and the continuous dividend process,
where D c (t) is the aggregate continuous dividend process before transaction costs. As X(t) only jumps when a periodic dividend is issued, we can express the sum in (4.12) as a stochastic integral with respect to the Poisson process
Next, we substitute (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.12) and after some algebraic simplifications, we have 
Now, since H(x) is a concave function due to condition 3, then H (x) is bounded and the following stochastic integral
is a uniformly integrable martingale and therefore the expectation of (4.16) is zero. Second, we have η c − H (X(s)) ≤ 0 from condition 2 and since D c (t) is non-negative, so we have
and therefore the expectation of (4.17) is less than zero. Lastly, we show that (4.18) is a uniformly integrable martingale. Since (4.18) is a stochastic integral with respect to a compensated Poisson process N γ (t), so it suffices to show that
Since H is an increasing function from condition 2, we have
Next, since the modified surplus process is always less than or equal to the original surplus process, we have X(s) ≤ U(s) = x + μs + σ W(s) and this gives
Since the process {e −δs U(s)} has regular sample path (see Definition 8.1, Klebaner, 2005), we can apply Fubini's theorem (see Theorem 2.39, Klebaner, 2005) available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/asb.2016.17
Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 20 Jan 2020 at 09:00:05, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, to interchange the expectation and integration signs,
Hence, taking the supremum yields
Combining (4.24) and (4.27) proves (4.22) and therefore (4.18) is a uniformly integrable martingale with zero expectation. Now, if we take expectation of the whole equation (4.19) and use the facts that (4.16) and (4.18) have zero expectations and (4.17) has a less-than-zero expectation, we have
(4.28)
We now take the limit t → ∞ on both sides of (4.28). We first use Fatou's lemma and have
We can condition on the value of ruin time and have Since H(X(τ )) = 0, we have
We now consider the case when conditions 4-6 are satisfied. First, assume that there exists a point b * c < ∞ such that conditions 4 and 5 are satisfied and the optimal hybrid strategies are in the form of either (4.8) or (4.9). In either cases, the modified surplus process is bounded between 0 ≤ X(t) ≤ b * c for t ≥ 0. Next, we substitute condition 4 into (4.15). Using the fact that (4.16) and (4.18) are uniformly integrable martingales, taking expectation of (4.15) yields
From the definition of D * c (s) in (4.8) and (4.9), continuous dividends are only distributed when the surplus process reaches b * c , so we can write
In (4.33), we use the fact that H is a continuous and decreasing function from condition 3 of the verification lemma and have H (X(s))1 {X(s)=b * c } = η c for s ≥ 0. Next, by conditioning on the value of t relative to τ and using the fact that X(t) is upper bounded by b * c , we have
(4.34)
Taking the limit of t → ∞, we have lim t→∞ E x e −δ(t∧τ ) H(X(t ∧ τ )) = 0. Substituting this and (4.33) into (4.32) and using the monotone convergence theorem,
} has to occur at the endpoint l = x and this gives (4.43) and the proof is complete.
On the global optimality of the pure periodic barrier strategies
In this section, we show that if the proportional transaction costs on continuous dividends are at a level such that η c ∈ [0, η p γ γ +δ ], then the optimal periodic barrier strategies are optimal in the set of hybrid strategies, ]. We need to show that the function G P (x; 0 b * p ) in (2.11) satisfies conditions 2, 3 and 6 of the verification lemma. Details of this can be found in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 in Avanzi et al. (2014) by removing the jumps in the surplus process.
On the global optimality of the pure continuous barrier strategies
In this section, we show that if the proportional transaction costs on continuous dividends are at a level such that η c ∈ [η p , 1], then the optimal continuous barrier strategies are optimal in the set of hybrid strategies, η c ∈ [η p , 1] =⇒ A pure continuous barrier strategy is optimal.
(4.46)
Now, suppose that the net gain of continuous dividends η c satisfies the inequality η p ≤ η c ≤ 1. We show that the expected present value of dividends of a continuous dividend strategy G C (x; 0 b * c ) in (2.9) satisfies conditions 2-5 in the verification lemma. It is well known that G C (x; 0 b * c ) satisfies conditions 2, 3 and 5 (see, e.g., Jeanblanc-Picqué and Shiryaev, 1995) . It remains to show that G C (x; 0 b * c ) satisfies condition 4. Since we know that
(4.47) 
NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
In Table 1 on page 18, we provided a summary of the optimal dividend strategies under different combinations of transaction costs (η c and η p ), dividend frequency (γ ) and force of interest (δ). In this section, we illustrate our findings. In particular, we consider transitions between different optimal strategy types.
The interface between pure continuous and periodic strategies via hybrid strategies
We start by offering a pictural representation of our paper, that is, of the interface between the optimal (pure) periodic and continuous strategies, when transaction costs are included. Figure 2 displays the pure continuous and periodic barriers ( 0 b * c and 0 b * p ) with the grey dashed and solid lines using equations (2.10) and (2.12). The hybrid continuous and periodic barriers (b * c and b * p ) are shown using the black dashed and solid lines, respectively. Here, we change the level of η c from 0 to 1 and fix η p to be 0.5 and 0.75 on the left-hand and right-hand sides, respectively. Note that the barriers provided in the shaded area (the hybrid barriers in solid black) are calculated using results from this paper, whereas the grey barrier is calculated thanks to formulas in the papers cited in Section 2.4.
The grey region corresponds to the cases where a hybrid strategy is optimal, that is, when η c ∈ (η p γ γ +δ , η p ). On its left, the pure periodic barrier strategy is optimal. On its right, the pure continuous barrier strategy is optimal. The right bound of this region is defined by η p : if η c is higher (that is, if dividends paid from a continuous strategy attract the lowest transaction costs), then a pure continuous strategy is obviously optimal. The left bound depends on the ratio between γ (the intensity to pay dividends periodically) and δ (the indicator of time impatience in the model). The higher that ratio is, the closer the left bound is to the right bound, which makes sense: if dividends can be paid relatively often, and at lower transaction costs, then the attractivity of dividends paid from available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/asb.2016.17 Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 20 Jan 2020 at 09:00:05, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, the continuous barrier decreases and a pure periodic barrier strategy is more likely to be optimal.
In the shaded area, as η c increases, the net gain on hybrid continuous dividends improves and they become a marginally more attractive alternative to the hybrid periodic dividends. This is represented by the diminishing gap of b * c − b * p . The decreasing b * c allows for an earlier access to continuous dividends, while the increasing b * p delays the distribution of periodic dividends. It is interesting to note that this gap is a key quantity when solving for the expected present value of dividends of a hybrid strategy; recall equations (3.23) and (3.24).
Dominance of the hybrid barrier strategy
In Section 5.1, we illustrated how the hybrid barrier strategies are connected to the pure continuous and periodic strategies. As explained earlier, the hybrid barrier strategies are optimal in the grey regions of Figure 2 ; we illustrate this dominance in this section.
We start by examining the dominance of the hybrid barrier strategies from the point of view of transaction costs η c (using the same angle as in Section 5.1). In Figure 3 (a), we plot the expected present value of dividends in its respective domain of η c (the black solid line in the shaded region), which is similar to Figure 2 . As η c approaches the boundaries of its domain (the upper and lower bounds of the shaded region), the dominance of the hybrid barrier strategies vanishes and the pure continuous or periodic strategies become optimal. This is similar to the behaviour explained in previous Section 5.1. Importantly, this graph shows that the optimality question does not boil down to choosing between a pure periodic or a pure continuous strategy, but that a combination of both is actually optimal in certain cases.
Next, we illustrate the dominance of the hybrid barrier strategies from the viewpoint of dividend frequency (γ ). From Section 4.3, we know that for given levels of transaction costs (η c and η p ), the frequency of hybrid periodic dividends (γ ) has a natural domain,
This redefines the left bound of the shaded areas as a function of γ under a hybrid barrier strategy. In Figure 3( One can see that the premium obtained by the opportunity to pay continuously or periodically -the difference between black and grey lines, for given γ -reduces as γ increases to eventually vanish where black and solid grey line intersect. Beyond that point, a pure periodic strategy is optimal.
Continuous, hybrid and periodic barriers as functions of γ
In this section, we keep the angle defined in the previous section and re-plot Figure 2 , but as a function of γ . Since γ is considered here, the right-hand side (sic, the orientation of the graph is flipped around horizontally) area of Figure 2 is not plotted, but corresponds to the limit on the y-axis where pure and hybrid continuous barriers meet. In Figure 4 , we plot the hybrid periodic and continuous barriers in an optimal hybrid strategy (b Both graphs are separated into two regions by a black dashed line, which represent the frontier that consists all pairs of (μ, γ ) that produce G H (b * p ; b * p , b * c ) = 0. If the parameters μ and γ fall into the region to the left of the dashed line (i.e., satisfying the insufficient-prospect condition), the optimal hybrid barrier strategy is to liquidate at the first periodic dividend time (b * p = 0), but to still pay continuous dividends according to a barrier strategy in the meantime (0 < b * c < ∞). In a pure periodic framework, the liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity strategy becomes optimal when the frequency of dividend payments becomes too low, regardless of the drift of the surplus process; see also Section 4.4 in Avanzi et al. (2014) . This is not true in a hybrid barrier strategy. Suppose that the drift of the surplus (μ) is high enough such that it falls in the region to the right of the dashed lines in Figure 5 , then G H (b * p ; b * p , b * c ) is strictly positive for all possible values of γ and the liquidation-at-first-periodic-opportunity strategy is never optimal (the dashed line intersects the x-axis at γ = 0, it does not approach it). Despite low periodic dividend frequencies, one should still let the business carry on. This is because of the availability of dividend payments thanks to a hybrid continuous barrier; such an opportunity does not exist in a pure periodic strategy.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we teased out the relationship between so-called continuous and periodic dividend strategies, in a Brownian risk model. We obtained explicit expressions for the expected present value of dividends paid until ruin for different levels of transaction costs (η c and η p ), and for different levels of expected profit (μ); see Table 1 . We formally determined which dividend strategy (or combination thereof) is optimal in all those cases. A key assumption is that periodic dividends (assumed to be of a regular nature) attract lower transaction costs than continuous dividends (to organise extra, immediate payments is more costly than to issue regular dividends).
This paper showed and illustrated, for the first time, how those two types of dividend strategies interact. Interestingly, they not only connect nicely, but it also turns out that a combination of both -referred to as a "hybrid" strategy -does constitute an optimal interface in some cases. Figure 2 illustrates this very nicely.
While proportional transaction costs form a reasonable approximation and are enough for drawing qualitative conclusions, in reality transaction costs have fixed and variable components. Furthermore, differences of costs between proportional and continuous dividends are likely to manifest themselves in that fixed component. Hence, fixed transaction costs would be a welcome addition to the model. Finally, the model considered in this paper has continuous sample paths, and it would be interesting to study the impact of the inclusion of jumps to its stochastic surplus process. 
